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INTEGRABILITY OF QUATERNION-KÄHLER SYMMETRIC
SPACES
ANTON HASE
ABSTRACT. We find a necessary condition for the existence of an
action of a Lie group G by quaternionic automorphisms on an inte-
grable quaternionic manifold in terms of representations of g. We
check this condition and prove that a Riemannian symmetric space
of dimension 4n for n≥ 2 has an invariant integrable almost quater-
nionic structure if and only if it is quaternionic vector space, quater-
nionic hyperbolic space or quaternionic projective space.
1. INTRODUCTION
Hermitian symmetric spaces are well-studied objects at the cross-
roads of Lie theory, differential geometry and complex analysis. A
Hermitian symmetric space M2n = G/K is a Riemannian symmetric
space together with a G-invariant almost complex structure. One can
show that any such M is Kähler, and hence the G-invariant almost
complex structure is automatically integrable. Hermitian symmetric
spaces of non-compact type can even be realized as bounded domains
in complex vector spaces as shown by Borel and Harish-Chandra. (For
an overview on Hermitian symmetric spaces see Chapter VIII in [6].)
If we replace the complex numbers C by the division algebra of
quaternions H in the definition of Hermitian symmetric spaces, then
we obtain Riemannian symmetric spaces M4n =G/K with G-invariant
almost quaternionic structures. For n ≥ 2, one can still characterize
these spaces by their holonomy.
Proposition 2.9. A Riemannian symmetric space G/K of dimension
4n for n ≥ 2 has a G-invariant almost quaternionic structure if and
only if it is quaternion-Kähler.
While quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces emerge in an analogous
way to Hermitian symmetric spaces, the analogy does not reach very
far as far as integrability is concerned. We will show the following
theorem:
Theorem 5.4. A quaternion-Kähler symmetric space is integrable if
and only if it is quaternionic vector space Hn, quaternionic hyperbolic
space Hn
H
or quaternionic projective space P(Hn+1).
This was previously only known for compact quaternion-Kähler
symmetric spaces (Corollary 3.7). This proof can not be extended
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to the non-compact case, since it uses topological obstructions which
vanish for all non-compact quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces.
One approach to decide the question of integrability for almost
quaternionic manifolds is the following: Cartan’s equivalence method
provides structural invariants of a G -structure of finite type that de-
termine the G -structure. For almost quaternionic manifolds this boils
down to the torsion of the almost quaternionic structure and an ana-
logue of the Weyl tensor, see [14]. We will follow a different path
here. Instead of using the Riemannian structure (or a torsion-free
connection), we will focus on the invariance of the almost quaternionic
structure on a quaternion-Kähler symmetric space. Our approach has
the advantage, that we can treat other homogeneous spaces at the
same time. For example, we will also show:
Corollary 5.3. No real form of E6, E8, F4 or G2 can act transitively by
quaternionic morphisms on a connected integrable quaternionic mani-
fold of dimension n≥ 1.
The situation for E7 is more complicated, but we can still show:
Corollary 5.6. If an irreducible affine symmetric spaceG/H admits an
invariant integrable almost quaternionic structure, then G is of classi-
cal type.
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2 we will review the
definitions of different quaternionic structures. Then we will see which
of them apply to Riemannian symmetric spaces. This will lead us to
the classification of quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces by Wolf (see
[21]), which we will give in Table 1.
In Section 3 we will pass from integrable quaternionic manifolds
to manifolds with a (PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))-structure using a theorem of
Kulkarni:
Theorem 3.5 (Theorem 3.4. in [9]). An almost quaternionic structure
on a smooth manifold M4n is integrable if and only if it is compatible
with a (PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))-structure on M4n.
We will see in Lemma 3.6 that an action of a Lie group G on an in-
tegrable quaternionic manifold M by quaternionic automorphisms M
is an action by (PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))-morphisms on M. We use this to
get the following necessary condition for the existence of an action of a
Lie groupG by quaternionic automorphisms on a connected integrable
quaternionic manifold in terms of representations of g.
Theorem 3.8. Let G act non-trivially by quaternionic automorphisms
on a connected integrable quaternionic manifold M of dimension 4n.
Then there is a non-trivial representation ρ : g→ sln+1(H).
In Section 4 we will describe allH-representations of a real semisim-
ple Lie algebra g, i.e., all Lie algebra homomorphisms ρ : g→EndH(W)
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for a finite dimensional H-vector space W , following the work of Iwa-
hori ([7]) and Tits ([20]). We will show that H-representations are
completely reducible (Theorem 4.15) and completely classify irre-
ducible H-representations (Theorem 4.16). We can conclude that an
H-representation is uniquely defined by its underlying complex repre-
sentation (Theorem 4.17).
In Section 5 we will use this knowledge to find the H-representation
of minimal dimension for any real simple Lie algebra g (Theorem 5.2).
This provides us with a lower bound on the dimension of a connected
manifold with G-invariant integrable almost quaternionic structure
(Corollary 5.1). For homogeneous spaces, the dimension of G is an
upper bound. We compare those bounds to prove our results.
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2. QUATERNIONIC MANIFOLDS
In this section we will explain the different definitions of quater-
nionic structures on manifolds and how they relate to each other. Af-
ter giving the definitions in general, we will focus on the example most
relevant to us, namely Riemannian symmetric spaces.
Types of quaternionic structures. There is an assortment of differ-
ent structures on differential manifolds that are called quaternionic in
the literature. We will mostly follow the nomenclature used in Chap-
ter 14 of Besse ([2]). Many of the following definitions are instances
of more general definitions concerning G -structures on differentiable
manifolds.
For every natural number n ∈N we fix a standard R-basis of the n-
dimensional right quaternionic vector space Hn, i.e., we fix an isomor-
phismHn ∼=R4n. This also fixes an embedding GL(n,H)·H∗ ⊂GL(4n,R).
Definition 2.1. An almost quaternionic structure B(M) on a smooth
manifold M4n is a GL(n,H) ·H∗-structure on M, i.e., B(M) is a princi-
pal GL(n,H) ·H∗-subbundle of the frame bundle FM of M. An almost
quaternionic manifold is a smooth manifold M with an almost quater-
nionic structure. A quaternionic morphism between almost quater-
nionic manifolds f :M4n→N4n is a GL(n,H) ·H∗-structure morphism,
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i.e., f is a smooth map such that the induced map f∗ on the frame bun-
dle satisfies f∗(B(M)) ⊂ B(N). We denote the group of quaternionic
automorphisms of an almost quaternionic manifold M by AutH(M).
This is the most basic definition and all other structures we mention
are built upon it. For us a quaternionic morphism will always be a
morphism of the underlying almost quaternionic structure.
Since GL(1,H) ·H∗ = R+×O(4), an almost quaternionic structure on
M4 is a conformal structure. To avoid the different taste of this case,
we will mostly restrict ourselves to manifolds of dimension 4n for n≥ 2.
Remark 2.2. One can show that a smooth manifold M admits an al-
most quaternionic structure B(M) if and only if it admits an algebra
subbundleH(M) of the bundle of endomorphisms of the tangent bundle
TM with standard fiber H. The correspondence is given as follows.
Let B(M) be an almost quaternionic structure on M. A local section
η of B(M) defined on a neighborhood U ⊂ M is a smooth frame, i.e.,
a local trivialization of the tangent bundle over U . Using the fixed
isomorphism between R4n and Hn, we get an R-linear isomorphism
ηx : TxM→Hn for any x ∈ U . We give a local trivialization of H(M)
over U by
φ−1(x,q)(v)= η−1x (ηx(v) · q)
for any x ∈U , q ∈H and v ∈TxM.
Conversely, let H(M) be a bundle as required above. There exists
a local trivialization φ : H(U)→U ×H on a neighborhood U ⊂M that
respects the algebra structure. This makes TxM a quaternionic vector
space for any x ∈U . By shrinkingU if necessary we can choose vector
fields X1, . . . ,Xn such that {X i(x)}ni=1 is an H-basis of TxM for all x ∈
U . Again using the standard isomorphism between Hn and R4n, this
choice of a basis gives us a local section η of the frame bundle FM. We
define B(U) as the GL(n,H) ·H∗-orbit of η.
A map f : M → N is a quaternionic morphism if and only if it is a
local diffeomorphism f :M→N such that for every x ∈M and v ∈TxM
we have d fx(v ·H(M)x)= d fx(v) ·H(N) f (x).
Example 2.3. The quaternionic vector space Hn is an almost quater-
nionic manifold. Using the flat connection we identify the tangent bun-
dle THn of Hn with Hn×Hn. We set B(Hn) as the GL(n,H) ·H∗-orbit
of our standard R-basis of Hn. We get the same almost quaternionic
structure on Hn by setting H(Hn) = {Rq | q ∈ H}, where Rq : THn →
THn, (p,v) 7→ (p,vq) is the endomorphism of the tangent bundle given
by right multiplication with q.
The following definition does not play a role in our argument, but is
prevalent in the literature. We mention it to avoid confusion.
Definition 2.4. A quaternionic manifold is an almost quaternionic
manifold admitting a torsion-free GL(n,H) ·H∗-connection.
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The notion we want to investigate is the following:
Definition 2.5. An almost quaternionic structure B(M) on a smooth
manifold M4n is integrable, if for any p ∈ M there is a coordinate
neighborhood p ∈U and a coordinate chart φ = (x1, . . . , x4n) :U → R4n
such that the coordinate vector fields ( ∂
∂x1
, . . . , ∂
∂x4n
) give a section of
B(M). We call an almost quaternionic manifold integrable, if its al-
most quaternionic structure is integrable. An integrable quaternionic
manifold is a smooth manifold M with an integrable almost quater-
nionic structure.
Note for contrast that an almost complex manifold admitting a
torsion-free GL(n,C)-connection is already complex. We will later see
examples of quaternionic manifolds that are not integrable.
Remark 2.6. The almost quaternionic structure on Hn is integrable.
Actually, more is true: An almost quaternionic structure on M4n is
integrable if and only if it is locally isomorphic to the almost quater-
nionic structure on Hn. Explicitly, M4n is an integrable quaternionic
manifold if for every x ∈ M there exists an open neighborhood x ∈U
and a quaternionic isomorphism φ :U→V ⊂Hn onto its image (see p.
315 in [16]).
In the context of Riemannian manifolds, we get yet another notion
of quaternionic structure.
Definition 2.7. A 4n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M with n≥ 2
is quaternion-Kähler if its holonomy group is contained in Sp(n) ·Sp(1).
A 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold M is quaternion-Kähler if it is
Einstein and self-dual.
Often one demands in the definition of quaternion-Kähler manifolds
that the holonomy group contains the Sp(1)-factor of Sp(n) ·Sp(1) to
exclude the hyperkähler case. We will not demand this.
Since the Levi-Civita connection is torsion-free, a quaternion-Kähler
manifold is a quaternionic manifold (see Proposition 14.63 in [2]). So
we have the diagram of implications:
almost quaternion quaternion integrable
quaternion-Kähler
Quaternion-Kähler symmetric space. Our main interest are G-
homogeneous spaces with G-invariant almost quaternionic structures,
in particular Riemannian symmetric spaces. They will also provide
examples for the definitions given above.
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Lemma 2.8. Let M4n = G/H be a homogeneous space. Then M has
a G-invariant almost quaternionic structure if and only if the linear
isotropy group IseH(H) is a subgroup of GL(n,H) ·H∗ ⊂GL(TeHM).
Proof. Let M4n =G/H have a G-invariant almost quaternionic struc-
ture cB(M). Since G acts by quaternionic isomorphisms, we get
h∗(B(M)eH)= cB(M)eH for h ∈H. We get that IseH(H)⊂GL(n,H) ·H∗,
since B(M) is a principal GL(n,H) ·H∗-bundle by definition.
For the other direction, let M4n =G/H be a homogeneous space such
that the linear isotropy group IseH(H) is a subgroup of GL(n,H) ·H∗.
Then H(X )eH =H∗∪ {0} is H-invariant, since GL(n,H) ·H∗ normalizes
H∗. So H(X )gH = dgeH ◦H(X )eH ◦dg−1gH is well-defined. By Remark 2.2
this givesM an almost quaternionic structure. The quaternionic struc-
ture is G-invariant by definition. 
Nowwe can show that Riemannian symmetric spaces with invariant
almost quaternionic structure are characterized by their holonomy.
Proposition 2.9. A Riemannian symmetric space G/K of dimension
4n for n ≥ 2 has a G-invariant almost quaternionic structure if and
only if it is quaternion-Kähler.
Proof. Since G/K is a Riemannian symmetric space, the isotropy rep-
resentation of K is faithful, i.e., K = IseK (K ). The Riemannian ho-
lonomy of G/K is K . If G/K has a G-invariant almost quaternionic
structure, then K = IseK (K )⊂GL(n,H) ·H∗ by Lemma 2.8. The unique
maximal compact subgroup of GL(n,H) ·H∗ is Sp(n) ·Sp(1). Since K
is compact, we get K ⊂ Sp(n) ·Sp(1). So G/K is quaternion-Kähler.
If G/K is quaternion-Kähler, we have IseK (K )=K ⊂Sp(n) ·Sp(1). By
Lemma 2.8 G/K has a G-invariant almost quaternionic structure. 
Definition 2.10. A quaternion-Kähler symmetric space is a Riemann-
ian symmetric space that is quaternion-Kähler.
Wolf classified the quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces in [21]. Ev-
ery quaternion-Kähler symmetric space is either flat, of compact type
or of non-compact type. In Table 1 we list all quaternion-Kähler sym-
metric spaces of non-compact type. (Products of these spaces are not
again quaternion-Kähler.) The compact quaternion-Kähler symmet-
ric spaces are dual to those in Table 1. (Note that sp(1) = su(2) and
so(4)= su(2)⊕su(2).)
Example 2.11. A flat quaternion-Kähler symmetric space is isometric
to Hn. In particular, it is an integrable quaternionic manifold as we
saw in Example 2.3.
Example 2.12. The quaternionic projective space P(Hn+1) is the quo-
tient space for the action of H∗ on Hn+1 by right multiplication. Let
Ui = {[q1, . . . ,qn+1] | q i 6= 0} and
φi :Ui→H
n ∼=R
4n, [q1, . . . ,qn+1] 7→ (q1, . . . ,q i−1, qˆ i,q i+1, . . . ,qn+1)q
−1
i .
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Then the atlas {Ui,φi}makes P(Hn+1) an integrable quaternionic man-
ifold (see Lemma 3.2. in [9]). PGLn+1(H) acts on P(Hn+1) by quater-
nionic morphisms.
Actually more is true: By Theorem 5.1. in [9] we have PGLn+1(H)=
AutH(P(H
n+1)). This fact will play a major role in Section 3. For the
next example, see also Preliminaries in [11].
Example 2.13. The n-dimensional quaternionic ball Bn
H
= {q ∈ Hn |
|q| < 1} can be embedded into HPn by
B
n
H
→HP
n,q= (q1, . . . ,qn)
T
7→ [q1, . . . ,qn,1].
This map is a quaternionic isomorphism, so we can identify Bn
H
with
its image in HPn. Sp(n,1) acts transitively on Bn
H
and Sp(n)×Sp(1) is
the stabilizer of the point [0, . . . ,0,1]. So the quaternionic hyperbolic
space Hn
H
= Sp(n,1)/Sp(n)×Sp(1) can be realized as Bn
H
. In particular,
Hn
H
is an integrable quaternionic manifold.
We saw above that quaternionic vector space, projective spaces and
hyperbolic space are integrable quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces.
We will show below that no other quaternion-Kähler symmetric space
is integrable.
3. FROM INTEGRABLE QUATERNIONIC MANIFOLDS TO
QUATERNIONIC REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we want to pass from integrable quaternionic mani-
folds to manifolds with a (PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))-structure in the sense
of Thurston. Theorem 3.5 provides us with a bridge between these no-
tions. This different approach allows us to pass from actions of a Lie
group G on integrable quaternionic manifolds by quaternionic auto-
morphisms to particular representations of g.
(G,X )-structures. We first need to review some facts about general
(G,X )-structures. For this we will follow [18].
Definition 3.1. Let G act on X analytically, by diffeomorphisms. A
differentiable (G,X )-atlas on a differentiable manifold M is an atlas
{(Ui,φi)}i∈I such that
(1) the Ui form an open cover of M,
(2) the charts φi :Ui→ X are smooth embeddings such that
φi ◦φ
−1
j :φ j(Ui∩U j)→φi(Ui∩U j)
is a restriction of an element g i j ∈G.
Two (G,X )-atlases on M are equivalent if their union is a (G,X )-atlas.
A (G,X )-structure on M is an equivalence class of differentiable (G,X )-
atlases. A (G,X )-manifold is a differentiable manifold with a (G,X )-
structure. A (G,X )-morphism is a local diffeomorphism f :M→N be-
tween (G,X )-manifoldsM and N such that for any pair of charts (U ,φ)
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gC g k Satake-Tits diagram Type of Σ dim(G/K )
A2 su(1,2) su(1)⊕su(2)
1 2
BC1 4
A3 su(2,2) su(2)⊕su(2)
1 2 3
B2 8
A4 su(3,2) su(3)⊕su(2)
1 2 3 4
BC2 12
An, n> 4 su(n−1,2) su(n−1)⊕su(2)
1 2 3 n−2 n−1 n
BC2 4(n−1)
B2 so(1,4) so(1)⊕so(4)
1 2 A1 4
B3 so(3,4) so(3)⊕so(4)
1 2 3 B3 12
B4 so(5,4) so(5)⊕so(4)
1 2 3 4 B4 20
Bn, n> 4 so(2n−3,4) so(2n−3)⊕so(4)
1 2 3 4 5 n−1 n B4 4(2n−3)
C3 sp(2,1) sp(2)⊕sp(1)
1 2 3 BC1 8
Cn, n> 3 sp(n−1,1) sp(n−1)⊕sp(1)
1 2 3 n−1 n BC1 4(n−1)
D4 so(4,4) so(4)⊕so(4) 1 2
3
4
D4 16
D5 so(6,4) so(6)⊕so(4) 1 2 3
4
5
B4 24
D6 so(8,4) so(8)⊕so(4) 1 2 3 4
5
6
B4 32
Dn, n> 6 so(2n−4,4) so(2n−4)⊕so(4) 1 2 3 4 5 n−2
n−1
n
B4 4(2n−4)
E6 e6(2) su(6)⊕su(2)
1
6
2 3 4 5
F4 40
E7 e7(−5) so(12)⊕su(2) 6
7
54321
F4 64
E8 e8(−24) e7⊕su(2) 7
8
654321
F4 112
F4 f4(4) sp(3)⊕su(2)
1 2 3 4 F4 28
G2 g2(2) su(2)⊕su(2)
1 2 G2 8
TABLE 1. Quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces of non-
compact type
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of M and (V ,ψ) of N we have that
ψ◦ f ◦φ−1 :φ(U ∩ f −1(V ))→ψ( f (U)∩V )
is a restriction of an element g ∈ G. We denote the group of (G,X )-
automorphisms of a (G,X )-manifold M by Aut(G,X )(M).
Definition 3.2. Let M be a (G,X )-manifold, α : [0,1]→ M a path in
M and (U0,φ0) a chart such that α(0) ∈U0. We subdivide [0,1] into in-
tervals [xi, xi+1] with x0 = 0, xmα = 1 such that α([xi, xi+1]) is contained
in a chart (Ui,φi) for 0 ≤ i <mα. We denote by φ([α],φ0) the analytic
continuation of φ0 along α, that is
φ([α],φ0)= g01 . . . gmα−1,mαφmα .
The notation φ([α],φ0) is justified by the fact that the analytic con-
tinuation φ([α],φ0) only depends on the homotopy class [α] (with fixed
endpoints) and the chart φ0.
Definition 3.3. Let M be a (G,X )-manifold. We choose a basepoint
x0 ∈M and a chart (U0,φ0) such that x0 ∈U0. Let pi : M˜→M be the uni-
versal cover of M. We identify M˜ with the space of homotopy classes
[α] of curves α : [0,1]→M starting at x0 =α(0). The developing map is
the map
D : M˜→ X , [α] 7→φ([α],φ0)(α(1)).
We can induce a (G,X )-structure on the universal cover M˜ of a
(G,X )-manifold M such that the covering map is a (G,X )-morphism.
With respect to this structure the developing map D is a (G,X )-
morphism (see p.140 of [18]). For any x ∈ M˜ there is a neighbor-
hood Ux on which D is a diffeomorphism on its image. So for any
f ∈Aut(G,X )(M˜) we have that
D ◦ f ◦ (D↾Ux)
−1 :D(Ux)→D( f (Ux))
is the restriction of a unique element ofG, which we denote by hol( f , x).
The map hol( f ,−) : M˜ → G, x 7→ hol( f , x) is locally constant by defini-
tion. Since M˜ is simply connected, hol( f ,−) is constant and we denote
its image by hol( f ). (This is an extension of the holonomy defined on
p.151 of [18].) The developing map D is hol-equivariant, i.e.,
D ◦ f = hol( f )D.
So hol : Aut(G,X )(M˜)→G is a homomorphism.
Kulkarni’s theorem and consequences. We are now prepared to
cross the bridge from integrable quaternionic manifolds to quater-
nionic representations. The following definition can be made for any
G -structure, but we stick to our almost quaternionic structures.
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Definition 3.4. Let M be a (G,X )-manifold and let X be an almost
quaternionic manifold. An almost quaternionic structure on M is com-
patible with the (G,X )-structure if the charts are quaternionic mor-
phisms.
We can finally reformulate Kulkarni’s theorem:
Theorem 3.5 (Theorem 3.4. in [9]). An almost quaternionic structure
on a smooth manifold M4n is integrable if and only if it is compatible
with a (PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))-structure on M4n.
The proof of the theorem relies on two independently important
steps:
(a) P(Hn+1) has an integrable almost quaternionic structure (as
seen in Example 2.12).
(b) Every locally defined quaternionic isomorphism of P(Hn+1) is a
restriction of an element of PGLn+1(H).
Actually Kulkarni proved a more general result: For G ⊂GLn(R) of
finite type he proved that there is a manifold S(G ) and a Lie group
K (G ) acting on S(G ) such that a G -structure on a smooth manifold Mn
is integrable if and only if it is compatible with a (K (G ),S(G ))-structure
on Mn (Theorem 2.3 in [9]). He then proved that S(GL(n,H) ·H∗) =
P(Hn+1) and K (GL(n,H) ·H∗)=PGLn+1(H) (Theorem 3.4 in [9]).
A clarifying and useful observation for us was the following:
Lemma 3.6. Let M4n be an integrable quaternionic manifold. Then
AutH(M)=Aut(PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))(M).
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 we know that M4n has an almost quaternionic
structure compatible with its (PGLn+1(H),P(H
n+1))-structure. Let
f ∈Aut(PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))(M). For any pair of charts (Uα,φα), (Uβ,φβ)
in the (PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))-atlas on M, we get that φβ ◦ f ◦φ−1α is a
restriction of an element in PGLn+1(H). By Theorem 3.5(b) we know
PGLn+1(H)=AutH(P(Hn+1)). So φβ◦ f ◦φ−1α is a quaternionic morphism.
Since the charts are quaternionic morphisms, we get f ∈AutH(M).
Let f ∈AutH(M). Then for any pair of charts (Uα,φα), (Vβ,ψβ) of M
we have that
ψβ ◦ f ◦φ
−1
α :φα(Uα∩ f
−1(Vβ))→ψβ( f (Uα)∩Vβ)
is a locally defined quaternionic isomorphism of P(Hn+1) and there-
fore by Theorem 3.5(b) a restriction of an element of PGLn+1(H). So
f ∈Aut(PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))(M). 
We get a first application of this approach to integrable quaternionic
manifolds (see p. 412 in [2]):
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Corollary 3.7. A compact simply-connected manifold M4n has an in-
tegrable almost quaternionic structure if and only if M is diffeomor-
phic to P(Hn+1). In particular, a compact quaternion-Kähler symmetric
space X of dimension 4n is integrable if and only if X =P(Hn+1).
Proof. Assume M has an integrable almost quaternionic structure.
Then M is a (PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))-manifold by Theorem 3.5. M is
simply connected, so the developing map gives us a local diffeomor-
phism D :M4n→P(Hn+1). Since M is compact, D is proper. Since D
is a proper local diffeomorphism, it is a covering map (see Proposition
4.46 in [10]). Since P(Hn+1) is simply connected, the developing map
actually has to be a diffeomorphism M→P(Hn+1).
Any compact quaternion-Kähler symmetric space is simply con-
nected. So if X is integrable, it is diffeomorphic to P(Hn+1). But no
other simply connected compact Riemannian symmetric space is even
homeomorphic to P(Hn+1) (see Appendix A of [17]). 
So the compact quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces other than
P(Hn+1) are examples of quaternionic manifolds that are not inte-
grable.
We now use Theorem 3.5 to find a necessary condition for the exis-
tence of an action of a Lie group G by quaternionic automorphisms on
an integrable quaternionic manifold in terms of representations of g.
We will check this condition in the later sections.
Theorem 3.8. Let G act non-trivially by quaternionic automorphisms
on a connected integrable quaternionic manifold M of dimension 4n.
Then there is a non-trivial representation ρ : g→ sln+1(H).
Proof. Assume first that M is simply connected. Since B(M) is in-
tegrable, it is compatible with a (PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))-structure on
M by Theorem 3.5. Since M is simply connected, we have hol :
Aut(PGLn+1(H),P(Hn+1))(M) → PGLn+1(H). Since B(M) is G-invariant,
we can restrict to hol :G→ PGLn+1(H) by Lemma 3.6. The represen-
tation hol :G→ PGLn+1(H) is not trivial, since G acts non-trivially on
M and the preimage of a point D−1(x) is discrete for x ∈ P(Hn+1). We
have PSLn+1(H)=PGLn+1(H) and SLn+1(H) covers PSLn+1(H). Taking
the derivative we get ρ : g→ sln+1(H).
If M is not simply connected, there is a covering group G′ of G that
acts on M˜ covering the action of G on M (see Chapter I, Section 9 in
[3] or Chapter 1 in [12] for connected G). So by Theorem 3.5 M˜ has a
G′-invariant integrable almost quaternionic structure. Since G and G′
are locally isomorphic, we can use the first case. 
One can prove this theorem for general G -structures and get a non-
trivial representation ρ : g→ k(G ). But this is only useful if one can
compute K (G ) and there is a theory of representations into k(G ). We
do not know any G 6=GL(n,H) ·H∗ for which this is the case.
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Studying hol and the hol-equivariant developing map D closer, one
can get collect more information about the representation in Theo-
rem 3.8. This might be an interesting approach if one aims for a clas-
sification of G-homogeneous spaces with G-invariant almost quater-
nionic structure (at least up to dimension). But we will not attempt
this here.
4. QUATERNIONIC REPRESENTATIONS
Theorem 3.8 motivates us to study non-trivial representations
ρ : g→ sln+1(H). We focus first on the quaternionic aspect of these
representations. Most of the material in this section appears in some
form in [7] and [20], see also Chapter 8 of [13].
Definition 4.1. Let g be a real Lie algebra. Let K ∈ {R,C,H}. An
(R-linear) Lie algebra homomorphism ρ : g→ EndK(W) for a finite di-
mensional K-vector space W is a K-representation. An isomorphism
of K-representations is an equivariant K-linear isomorphism. A K-
representation is irreducible if it has no proper K-subrepresentations.
Our goal is to find all H-representations of a real semisimple Lie
algebra g. We will proceed in the following steps:
(1) Characterize H-representations by C-representations with an-
tiinvolutions.
(2) Use this to decompose H-representations as direct sums of two
types of H-representations. Check those two types. Conclude
complete reducibility of H-representations. Characterize irre-
ducible H-representations in terms of quaternionic irreducible
C-representations.
(3) Reduce the question to a question about fundamental represen-
tations of simple complex Lie algebras and finally answer it.
We will do the classification of irreducible R-representations of g at the
same time, since the proof runs in parallel.
H-representations as C-representations with antiinvolutions.
As a first step, we want to phrase our question in terms of representa-
tions on complex vector spaces.
Definition 4.2. Let V be a complex vector space. An antilinear map
J : V → V such that J2 = 1 (resp. J2 = −1) is called antiinvolution of
the first (resp. second) kind. If JV ,JW are both antiinvolution of the
first (resp. second) kind, we call a C-linear map f :V →W that satisfies
JW ◦ f = f ◦ JV a morphism of the first (resp. second) kind. We denote
the set of morphisms of the first (resp. second) kind by HomC(JV ,JW).
Remark 4.3. The category of quaternionic vector spaces is equivalent
to the category of complex vector spaces with antiinvolutions of the
second kind. A quaternionic vector space W corresponds to a complex
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vector space WC by restriction of scalars from H to C. The multipli-
cation with j ∈H on W is an antiinvolution of the second kind on WC.
Given an H-linear map f :W1→W2, we get a morphism of the second
kind f ∈HomC(J1,J2). In the other direction, given a complex vector
spaces V with an antiinvolution of the second kind J, we get a quater-
nionic vector space by equipping V with a right H-module structure
such that multiplication with j ∈H is given by J. A morphism of the
second kind f ∈HomC(J1,J2) is in particular a C-linear map.
The category of real vector spaces is equivalent to the category of
complex vector spaces with antiinvolutions of the first kind. A real
vector spaceW corresponds to a complex vector spaceW⊗RC. The com-
plex conjugation onW⊗RC is an antiinvolution of the first kind. Given
an R-linear map f :W1 →W2, we get the morphism of the first kind
f ⊗R 1 ∈HomC(J1,J2). In the other direction, given a complex vector
spaces V with an antiinvolution of the first kind J, we get a real vector
space Fix(J). Given a morphism of the first kind f ∈HomC(J1,J2), we
get an R-linear map f↾Fix(J1) : Fix(J1)→Fix(J2).
These equivalences enable us to see R-representations and H-
representations as C-representations with antiinvolutions:
(1) An R-representation ρ : g→ EndR(W) corresponds to a repre-
sentation ρ : g→ EndC(W ⊗R C,J) into endomorphisms of the
first kind.
(2) An H-representation ρ : g→ EndH(W) corresponds to a repre-
sentation ρ : g→ EndC(WC,J) into endomorphisms of the sec-
ond kind.
From now on, we regard every R- or H-representation as a pair (ρ,J)
of a C-representation ρ and an antiinvolution J of the relevant kind.
Definition 4.4. We say that a C-representation ρ admits an antiin-
volution J or that J is an antiinvoluton on ρ, if (ρ,J) is an R- or H-
representation. We call a C-representation ρ
(1) real if it admits an antiinvolution of the first kind.
(2) quaternionic if it admits an antiinvolution of the second kind.
Note that a C-representation ρ can be both real and quaternionic.
We will see examples of this later (see Lemma 4.12). Note also that a
quaternionic (resp. real) representation ρ could a priori admit two an-
tiinvolution of the second (resp. first) kind J1, J2 such that (ρ,J1) and
(ρ,J2) are non-equivalentH-representations (resp. R-representations).
We will see in Theorem 4.17 that this is not the case.
In the literature, a C-representation that does not admits an antiin-
volution is sometimes called complex (for example in [13]). We will not
use this term to avoid confusion. Instead we will characterize these
representations in terms of conjugation.
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Definition 4.5. Let V be a complex vector space. The complex conju-
gate vector space V has the same additive group structure as V , but is
equipped with the scalar multiplication z∗ v = zv. A map f : V →W
gives rise to a map f :V →W ,v 7→ f (v).
Note that V =V . If f is C-linear or antilinear, then so is f .
Definition 4.6. The conjugate of a C-representation ρ : g→EndC(V ) is
the representation ρ : g→EndC(V ) given by ρ(X )= ρ(X ) for any X ∈ g.
A representation ρ : g→ EndC(V ) is self-conjugated if it is equivalent
to its conjugate, i.e., if there is an equivariant C-linear isomorphism
f :V →V .
Equivalently, a C-representation ρ : g→ EndC(V ) is self-conjugated
if there is an equivariant antilinear bijective map and therefore an
equivariant antiinvolution J : V → V . So a C-representation is not
self-conjugated if and only if it does not admit an antiinvolution.
We state the following easy observation, since we will use it a lot.
Lemma 4.7. Let J :V →V be an antilinear, ρ-equivariant map. Then
every other antilinear, ρ-equivariant map J ′ : V → V is given by J ′ =
f ◦ J for some f ∈EndC(ρ).
Proof. J ′J−1 is a C-linear, ρ-equivariant map and therefore an element
of EndC(ρ). 
From H-representations to quaternionic representations. By
Weyl’s theorem on complete reducibility every R- or C-representation
of g decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible R- or C-representations,
respectively. This is also true for H-representations. As a step toward
proving this, we decompose H-representations as direct sums of two
types of H-representations.
Lemma 4.8. Every H-representation (ρ,J) of a real semisimple Lie al-
gebra g decomposes as a direct sum of H-representations (ρ i,Ji), which
are of one of the following two types:
(1) ρ i is an irreducible quaternionic representation.
(2) ρ i =φ⊕φ for an irreducible C-representation φ.
Proof. Let (ρ,J) be a H-representation. Then ρ is a C-representation,
which corresponds to a C-linear representation ρC of the complex
semisimple Lie algebra gC. By Weyl’s theorem on complete irreducibil-
ity (see p. 241 in [8]), we know that ρC decomposes as a direct sum
of irreducible representations of gC. Restricting again to g, we get a
decomposition of ρ into a direct sum of irreducible C-representations
φ j : g→EndC(Vj) for 1≤ j ≤ k. Since J is ρ-equivariant and antilinear,
JV1 is a ρ-invariant complex subspace of V and so JV1 = Vj for some
1 ≤ j ≤ k. If JV1 = V1, then we can set (ρ1,J1) = (φ1,J↾V1). So ρ1 is
an irreducible quaternionic representation and the statement follows
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by induction. If JV1 6= V1, we can assume without loss of general-
ity that JV1 = V2. Then by definition φ2 is conjugated to φ1. We set
(ρ1,J1)= (φ1⊕φ2,J↾V1⊕V2). Then ρ1 ∼φ1⊕φ1 and the statement follows
by induction. 
This motivates us to study these types in detail.
Lemma 4.9. Let ρ be an irreducible C-representation. Then it either
does not admit an antiinvolution of any kind or a unique one up to
equivalence.
Proof. Let J1,J2 be two antiinvolutions on ρ. Using Lemma 4.7 and
Schur’s Lemma we get J2 = zJ1 for z ∈ C\ {0}. Since J22 = zJ1zJ1 =
|z|2J21 we get that J1,J2 are of the same kind and z= e
iθ for θ ∈ [0,2pi).
Let x = e
1
2 iθ. Then xId ∈EndC(ρ) and J2x = zxJ1 = xJ1, so (ρ,J1) and
(ρ,J2) are equivalent. 
Definition 4.10. Let ρ be an irreducible C-representation. If ρ admits
an antiinvolution, we denote it by Jρ. We also define the following
abbreviaton:
ε(ρ)=


−1, if ρ is quaternionic
∅, if ρ is not self-conjugated
1, if ρ is real
.
Corollary 4.11. Let ρ be an irreducible C-representation, that admits
an antiinvolution J. Then the R- or H-representation (ρ,Jρ) is also
irreducible.
Proof. Let (ρ′,J ′) be a R- or H-subrepresentation of (ρ,J). Then in
particular, ρ′ is a C-subrepresentation of ρ. Since ρ is irreducible, we
get ρ′ = ρ and therefore (ρ′,J ′)= (ρ,J). 
The converse is not true: Not every irreducible H-representation (or
R-representation) (ρ,J) comes from an irreducible C-representation ρ.
We will give examples of this soon.
Lemma 4.12. Let ρ : g→EndC(V ) be a C-representation of g.
(a) Set
JR :V ⊕V →V ⊕V , (v1,v2) 7→ (v2,v1).
JR is an antiinvolution of the first kind on ρ ⊕ ρ. The R-
representation (ρ ⊕ ρ,JR) is equivalent to the R-representation
φ : g→EndR(V ) given by φ(X )= ρ(X ) for all X ∈ g.
(b) Set
JH :V ⊕V →V ⊕V , (v1,v2) 7→ (−v2,v1).
JH is an antiinvolution of the second kind on ρ ⊕ ρ. The H-
representation (ρ⊕ρ,JH) is equivalent to the H-representation
φ : g→EndH(V ⊗CH) given by φ(X )= ρ(X )⊗C 1 for all X ∈ g.
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Proof. We will first show Lemma 4.12(a). We have to show that JR is
an equivariant antilinear map such that J2
R
= 1. We have that JR is
antilinear, since
JR(z(v1,v2))= JR(zv1, zv2)= (zv2, zv1)= z(v2,v1)= zJR(v1,v2).
We have that JR is equivariant, since
JR ◦ (ρ⊕ρ)(X )(v1,v2)= JR(ρ(X )v1,ρ(X )v2)= (ρ(X )v2,ρ(X )v1)
= (ρ⊕ρ)(X )◦ JR(v1,v2).
We have J2
R
(v1,v2)= (v1,v2), so JR is an antiinvolution of the first kind.
The fixpoint set of JR is the real vector space W = {(v,v)}⊂ V ⊕V . We
will show now that the representation (ρ⊕ρ)↾W is equivalent to φ : g→
EndR(VR) given by restriction of scalars. We define f :W→VR, (v,v) 7→
v. This is an R-linear isomorphism, since
f (r(v,v))= f (rv, rv)= f (rv, rv)= rv.
It is also equivariant, since
f ◦ (ρ⊕ρ)↾W (X )(v,v)= f (ρ(X )v,ρ(X )v)= ρ(X )v.
So f is an intertwiner.
We will now show Lemma 4.12(b). JH = (−1,1)JR is an equivariant
antilinear map by the proof of Lemma 4.12(a). We have J2
H
(v1,v2) =
(−v1,−v2), so JH is an antiinvolution of the second kind. We equip
V ⊕V with a right H-module structure by setting (v,w) · j = JH(v,w).
We will show now that ρ⊕ρ : g→EndH(V ⊕V ) is equivalent to φ : g→
EndH(V⊗CH) given by φ(X )= ρ⊗C1 for all X ∈ g. We define f :V⊕V →
V⊗CH, (v,w) 7→ v⊗1+w⊗ j. This is an H-linear isomorphism, since for
z ∈C we have
f ((v,w)z)= f (zv, zw)= zv⊗1+ zw⊗ j = v⊗ z+w⊗ z j
= v⊗ z+w⊗ jz = (v⊗1+w⊗ j)z = f (v,w)z,
f ((v,w) j)= f (−w,v)=−w⊗1+v⊗ j = (v⊗1+w⊗ j) j = f (v,w) j.
It is also equivariant, since
f ◦φ(X )(v,w)= f (ρ(X )v,ρ(X )w)= ρ(X )v⊗1+ρ(X )w⊗ j
=φ(X )(v⊗1+w⊗ j)=φ(X ) f (v,w).
So f is an intertwiner. 
Lemma 4.13. Let ρ be an irreducible C-representation and let J be an
antiinvolution on ρ⊕ρ.
(a) If J is an antiinvolution of the first kind, then (ρ⊕ρ,J) is equiv-
alent to (ρ⊕ρ,JR).
(b) If J is an antiinvolution of the second kind, then (ρ ⊕ ρ,J) is
equivalent to (ρ⊕ρ,JH).
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Proof. The C-representation ρ : g→ EndC(V ) is either self-conjugated
or not. Assume first that ρ is not self-conjugated, i.e., ρ is not equiv-
alent to ρ. Then EndC(ρ ⊕ ρ) = C⊕C. So by Lemma 4.7 we have
J = (z1, z2)JR. Since J is an antiinvolution, we have
±(v1,v2)= J
2(v1,v2)= (z1, z2)JR(z1, z2)JR(v1,v2)= (z1z2v1, z2z1v2).
So z1z2 = ±1 depending on whether J is an aniinvolution of the first
or second kind. If J is an antiinvolution of the first kind, we have
J = (z, z−1)JR for some z ∈ C\ {0}. Then J is equivalent to JR, since
(1, z) ∈EndC(ρ⊕ρ) is an isomorphism and
(1, z)J(v1,v2)= (1, z)(z, z
−1)JR(v1,v2)= (z,1)(v2,v1)
= (zv2,v1)= JR(1, z)(v1,v2).
If J is an antiinvolution of the second kind, then J = (−z, z−1)JR is
equivalent to (−1,1)JR= JH for the same reason.
Now assume that ρ is self-conjugated, i.e., there is an equivariant
C-linear isomorphism φ :V →V . We define
F :V ⊕V →V ⊕V , (v,w) 7→ (v,φ(w)).
The isomorphism F intertwines the representation ρ⊕ρ with ρ⊕ρ. So
we get EndC(ρ⊕ρ)= F−1EndC(ρ⊕ρ)F = F−1M2(C)F. So by Lemma 4.7
we have J = F−1
(
a b
c d
)
FJR for some
(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(C). A useful compu-
tation is
JRF
−1
(
a b
c d
)
F = F−1
(
d ε(ρ)c
ε(ρ)b a
)
FJR.
So since J is an antiinvolution we have
±(v1,v2)= J
2(v1,v2)= F
−1
(
a b
c d
)
FJRF
−1
(
a b
c d
)
FJR(v1,v2)
= F−1
(
a b
c d
)
FF−1
(
d ε(ρ)c
ε(ρ)b a
)
FJRJR(v1,v2)
= F−1
(
a b
c d
)(
d ε(ρ)c
ε(ρ)b a
)
F(v1,v2).
So depending on whether J is an antiinvolution of first or second kind,
we have
±Id=
(
a b
c d
)(
d ε(ρ)c
ε(ρ)b a
)
=
(
ad+ε(ρ)|b|2 aε(ρ)c+ba
cd+dε(ρ)b da+ε(ρ)|c|2
)
.
Let J be an antiinvolution of the first kind. Then (ρ⊕ρ,J) is equiva-
lent to (ρ⊕ρ,JR) if there is an isomorphism F−1
(
e f
g h
)
F ∈EndC(ρ⊕ρ)
such that
F−1
(
e f
g h
)
FJ = JRF
−1
(
e f
g h
)
F
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We check that this condition is satisfied for every antiinvolution of the
first kind J.
(1) Assume a 6= 0. Then F−1
(
1 0
ε(ρ)b a
)
F ∈ EndC(ρ⊕ρ) is an iso-
morphism and
F−1
(
1 0
ε(ρ)b a
)
FJ = F−1
(
1 0
ε(ρ)b a
)
FF−1
(
a b
c d
)
FJR
= F−1
(
a b
ε(ρ)ba+ac ε(ρ)|b|2+ad
)
FJR
= F−1
(
a b
0 1
)
FJR
= JRF
−1
(
1 0
ε(ρ)b a
)
F.
(2) Assume d 6= 0. Then F−1
(
d ε(ρ)c
0 1
)
F ∈ EndC(ρ⊕ρ) is an iso-
morphism and
F−1
(
d ε(ρ)c
0 1
)
FJ = F−1
(
d ε(ρ)c
0 1
)
FF−1
(
a b
c d
)
FJR
= F−1
(
ε(ρ)|c|2 db+ε(ρ)cd
c d
)
FJR
= F−1
(
1 0
c d
)
FJR
= JRF
−1
(
d ε(ρ)c
0 1
)
F.
(3) Assume a = d = 0 and therefore ε(ρ) = 1. Assume that bc 6= 1.
Then F−1
(
1 c
b 1
)
F ∈EndC(ρ⊕ρ) is an isomorphism and
F−1
(
1 c
b 1
)
f J = F−1
(
1 c
b 1
)
FF−1
(
0 b
c 0
)
FJR
= F−1
(
|c|2 b
c |b|2
)
FJR
= F−1
(
1 b
c 1
)
FJR
= JRF
−1
(
1 c
b 1
)
F.
(4) Assume a = d = 0 and therefore ε(ρ) = 1. Assume that bc = 1
and b 6= b. Then F−1
(
1 1
b b
)
F ∈EndC(ρ⊕ρ) is an isomorphism
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and
F−1
(
1 1
b b
)
FJ = F−1
(
1 1
b b
)
FF−1
(
0 b
b 0
)
FJR
= F−1
(
b b
1 1
)
FJR
= JRF
−1
(
1 1
b b
)
F.
(5) Assume a = d = 0 and therefore ε(ρ) = 1. Assume that bc = 1
and b= b. Then b ∈ {−1,1}. Then
F−1
(
1 −i
1 i
)
F, F−1
(
1 i
−1 i
)
F ∈EndC(ρ⊕ρ)
are isomorphisms and
F−1
(
1 −i
1 i
)
FJ = F−1
(
1 −i
1 i
)
FF−1
(
0 1
1 0
)
FJR
= F−1
(
−i 1
i 1
)
FJR = JRF
−1
(
1 −i
1 i
)
F
F−1
(
1 i
−1 i
)
FJ = F−1
(
1 i
−1 i
)
FF−1
(
0 −1
−1 0
)
FJR
= F−1
(
−i −1
−i 1
)
FJR = JRF
−1
(
1 i
−1 i
)
F.
This shows that J is equivalent to JR.
If J is an antiinvolution of the second kind, it is equivalent to
F−1
(
−1 0
0 1
)
FJR = JH for the same reasons. 
Corollary 4.14. Let ρ be an irreducible C-representation of a real
semisimple Lie algebra g. We can conclude the following:
(1) If ρ is not self-conjugated, then (ρ ⊕ ρ,JR) and (ρ ⊕ ρ,JH) are
irreducible.
(2) If ρ is real, then
• (ρ⊕ρ,JR) is equivalent to (ρ,Jρ)⊕ (ρ,Jρ),
• (ρ⊕ρ,JH) is irreducible.
(3) If ρ is quaternionic, then
• (ρ⊕ρ,JR) is irreducible,
• (ρ⊕ρ,JH) is equivalent to (ρ,Jρ)⊕ (ρ,Jρ).
Proof. Let (ρ′,J ′) be an R- or H-subrepresentation of (ρ⊕ρ,JH) or
(ρ⊕ρ,JR), respectively. Then ρ′ is a C-subrepresentation of ρ⊕ρ. Any
proper C-subrepresentations of ρ⊕ρ is equivalent to ρ or ρ.
If ρ is not self-conjugated, neither ρ nor ρ admit any antiinvolu-
tion. So (ρ ⊕ ρ,JR) and (ρ ⊕ ρ,JH) are irreducible. If ρ is real, then
ρ ⊕ ρ = ρ ⊕ ρ admits an antiinvolution of the first kind Jρ ⊕ Jρ. By
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Lemma 4.13 (ρ⊕ρ,JR) is equivalent to (ρ,Jρ)⊕(ρ,Jρ). Since ρ does not
admit an antiinvolution of the second kind by Lemma 4.9, (ρ⊕ρ,JH)
is irreducible. If ρ is quaternionic, then ρ⊕ρ = ρ⊕ρ admits an an-
tiinvolution of the second kind Jρ ⊕ Jρ. By Lemma 4.13 (ρ⊕ρ,JH) is
equivalent to (ρ,Jρ)⊕ (ρ,Jρ). Since ρ does not admit an antiinvolution
of the first kind by Lemma 4.9, (ρ⊕ρ,JR) is irreducible. 
Now we can conclude complete reducibility of H-representations.
Theorem 4.15. Every H-representation (ρ,J) of a real semisimple Lie
algebra g decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible H-representations.
Proof. By Lemma 4.8 any H-representation (ρ,J) decomposes as a di-
rect sum of H-representations (ρ i,Ji), which are of one of the following
two types:
(1) ρ i is a quaternionic irreducible C-representation.
(2) ρ i =φ⊕φ for an irreducible C-representation φ.
In the first case, (ρ i,Ji) is equivalent to (ρ i,Jρ i) by Lemma 4.9, which
is irreducible by Corollary 4.11. In the second case, (ρ i,Ji) is equiva-
lent to (φ⊕φ,JH) by Lemma 4.13. If φ is quaternionic, (φ⊕φ,JH) is
equivalent to (φ,Jφ)⊕ (φ,Jφ) by Corollary 4.14. So (ρ i,Ji) decomposes
as a direct sum of irreducible H-representations by Corollary 4.11. If
φ is not quaternionic, then (ρ i,Ji) is irreducible by Corollary 4.14. 
This proof works analogously for R-representations (see p. 504 in [8]
for a different proof for R-representations).
Theorem 4.16. Every irreducible H-representation (ρ,J) is one of the
following:
(1) ρ is a quaternionic irreducible representation and J = Jρ.
(2) ρ = φ⊕φ, where φ is a real or not self-conjugated irreducible
representation and J = JH.
Every irreducible R-representation (ρ,J) is one of the following:
(1) ρ is a real irreducible representation and J = Jρ.
(2) ρ = φ⊕φ, where φ is a quaternionic or not self-conjugated irre-
ducible representation and J = JR.
Proof. We know by Corollary 4.11 and Corollary 4.14 that the repre-
sentations given in the statement are irreducible. The proof of Theo-
rem 4.15 shows that every H-representation (resp. R-representation)
decomposes as a direct sum of these representations. So they are all
irreducible H-representation (resp. R-representation). 
We also get a posteriori a reduction from H- and R-representations
to quaternionic and real representations.
Theorem 4.17. A quaternionic (resp. real) representation ρ admits a
unique antiinvolution of second (resp. first) kind up to equi
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Proof. By Theorem 4.15 it is enough to prove the statement for irre-
ducible H-representations (or R-representations). By Theorem 4.16 we
already did so proving Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.13. 
In particular, two H-representations (or R-representations) (ρ1,J1),
(ρ2,J2) are equivalent if and only if the C-representations ρ1, ρ2
are equivalent. So it is enough to determine which irreducible C-
representations of a semisimple real Lie algebra g are quaternionic
to classify the irreducible H-representations of g and therefore all H-
representations of g. There are advanced techniques to do so in slightly
different contexts (for compact groups see Chapter 26 in [5], for real
reductive algebraic group see [4]). For our purposes the following is
enough.
Quaternionic representations. We reduce to the case of a simple
Lie algebra g.
Lemma 4.18 (Lemma 6 in [7]). Let ρ be an irreducible representation
of a real semisimple Lie algebra g1⊕·· ·⊕gk. We denote by ρ i the induced
irreducible representation of gi. Then ρ is self-conjugated if ρ i is self-
conjugated for all i = 1 . . .k. We have ε(ρ)= ε(ρ1) . . .ε(ρk).
So from now on we can assume that g is a real simple Lie algebra.
We want to pass from (R-linear) representations of the real simple Lie
algebra g on complex vector spaces to (C-linear) representations of its
complexification gC. Restriction in one and complex linear extension
in the other direction give us a one to one correspondence between
representations of g and its complexification gC. This correspondence
preserves irreducibility. For the complex semisimple Lie algebra gC
we choose simple roots (αi)
n
i=1. This gives us a partial ordering on the
space of weights of gC. Every irreducible representation has a highest
weight. We denote the irreducible representation of highest weight λ
by ρ(λ). Let (ωi)ni=1 be the fundamental weights corresponding to our
choice of simple roots. We abbreviate ρ i := ρ(ωi). Any dominant in-
tegral weight can be written uniquely as a non-negative integer com-
bination of fundamental weights λ =
∑n
i=1λiωi. While the correspon-
dence between representations of g and gC preserves irreducibility, it
does not even make sense to talk about conjugated, real or quater-
nionic representations of a complex Lie algebra. So we have to keep a
real form g in mind.
Definition 4.19. Let g be a real form of a complex Lie algebra gC.
The g-conjugate ρg of a representation ρ of gC is the complex linear
extension of the conjugate of ρ↾g. A representation ρ of gC is
(1) g-self-conjugated if ρ↾g is self-conjugated.
(2) g-real if ρ↾g is real.
(3) g-quaternionic if ρ↾g is quaternionic.
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An irreducible representation of gC is either g-real, g-quaternionic
or not g-self-conjugated by Lemma 4.9. Note that a representation can
be both g-real and g-quaternionic if it is not irreducible: For example
the complex linear extension of ρ⊕ρ for any C-representation ρ of g is
both g-real and g-quaternionic by Lemma 4.12.
We will now characterize g-quaternionic representations in terms of
their highest weight. Let g be the real form of gC given by the invo-
lution σ. Let ρ(λ) be an irreducible representation of gC with highest
weight λ. Then the g-conjugate of ρ(λ) is an irreducible representation
of gC with some highest weight λ′.
Definition 4.20. We define the twisted Galois action t(σ) on the dom-
inant integral weights of gC by t(σ)λ=λ′.
This action restricts to fundamental weights (see p.75-76 in [7]), so
we can write t(σ)i = i′ if t(σ)ωi = ωi′ . The involution t(σ) is depicted
by arrows in the Satake-Tits diagram, it is denoted by σ∗ in [19]. It is
usually defined in a more general context, for a helpful exposition see
Chapter 2 of [15].
Let R(g) (resp. C(g), Q(g)) be the set of indices i such that ρ i is g-
real (resp. not g-self-conjugated, g-quaternionic). In our notation we
can rephrase Theorem 2 in [7] as follows:
Theorem 4.21 (Theorem 2 in [7]). The representation ρ(λ) of highest
weight λ=
∑n
i=1λiωi is
(a) g-real if and only if λi =λt(σ)i for i ∈C(g) and
∑
i∈Q(g)λi is even.
(b) not g-self-conjugated if and only if λi 6=λt(σ)i for some i ∈C(g).
(c) g-quaternionic if and only if λi =λt(σ)i for i ∈C(g) and
∑
i∈Q(g)λi
is odd.
So to characterize all irreducible g-quaternionic representations for
some real form g of gC, it is enough to check which fundamental rep-
resentations of gC are g-real, which not g-self-conjugated and which
g-quaternionic. This was done by Tits in [20] (see also Table 5 in [13])
for all simple Lie algebras g.
We can see which fundamental representations are g-conjugated by
looking at the arrows in the Satake-Tits diagram. If the vertex i is not
connected to another vertex by an arrow, then ρ i is g-self-conjugated
and therefore either g-real or g-quaternionic. We extract a complete
list of g-quaternionic fundamental representations of simple gC in Ta-
ble 2 as they are the most important for us. If g is not mentioned in
Table 2, there are no irreducible g-quaternionic representations.
Example 4.22. Let g= sl(3,R)⊕su(3,1). We give all H-representations
of g. Reversing the story developed in this section, we build the H-
representation up from irreducible pieces instead of decomposing a
general H-representation.
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gC g Satake-Tits diagram Q(g)
An
su(n+1− r, r)
for n odd, 0≤ r ≤ n+12 ,
n+1
2 + r odd
1 r r+1 n− r−1 n− r n
n+1
2
An
sl n+1
2
(H)
for n≥ 3 odd
1 2 3 n−1 n i odd
Bn
so(2n+1− r, r)
for 0≤ r ≤ n,
n− r = 1 or 2 mod 4
1 r r+1 n−1 n n
Cn
sp(n− r, r)
for 0≤ r < n2
1 2 3 2r 2r+1 n−1 n i odd
Cn
sp(n2 ,
n
2 )
for n even
1 2 3 n−2 n−1 n i odd
Dn
so(2n− r, r)
for 0≤ r ≤ n,
n− r ≡ 2 mod 4
1 2 r r+1 n−2
n−1
n
n−1, n
Dn
so∗2n
for n≥ 6 even 1 2 3 n−3
n−1
n
n−2
i odd
Dn
so∗2n
for n≥ 5 odd 1 2 3 n−3
n−1
n
n−2
i 6= n odd
E7 e7(−5) 6
7
54321
1,3,7
E7 e7(−133) 6
7
54321
1,3,7
TABLE 2. g-quaternionic fundamental representations
The Lie algebra sl(3,R) is a real form of A2. Its Satake-Tits diagram
is
1 2
,
so ρ1 and ρ2 are sl(3,R)-self-conjugated. Since sl(3,R) does not appear
in Table 2, ρ1 and ρ2 are sl(3,R)-real. So all irreducible representation
of A2 are sl(3,R)-real by Theorem 4.21. The Lie algebra su(3,1) is a
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real form of A3. Its Satake-Tits diagram is
1 2 3
,
so ρ1 and ρ3 are su(3,1)-conjugated. We can read off Table 2 that ρ2
is a su(3,1)-quaternionic representation of A3. So by Theorem 4.21
the irreducible su(3,1)-quaternionic representations of A3 are those of
highest weight aω2+b(ω1+ω3) for a odd.
Any irreducible C-representation φ of g = sl(3,R)⊕ su(3,1) is a ten-
sor product φ=φ1⊗φ2 of an irreducible C-representation φ1 of sl(3,R)
and an irreducible C-representation φ2 of su(3,1). By Lemma 4.18
ε(φ) = ε(φ1) ·ε(φ2). So the quaternionic irreducible C-representations
φ of g are of the form φ = φ1⊗φ2 for an irreducible C-representation
φ1 of sl(3,R) and an irreducible C-representation φ2 of su(3,1) that
has highest weight aω2+ b(ω1+ω3) for a odd. By Theorem 4.15 an
irreducible H-representations of g is either (φ,Jφ) for φ as above or
(φ⊕φ,JH) for φ=φ1⊗φ2, where φ1 is an irreducible C-representation
of sl(3,R) and φ2 is an irreducible C-representation of su(3,1) with
highest weight aω2+ bω1+ cω3 for b 6= c or a even. By Theorem 4.15
any H-representation of g is a direct sum of these irreducible H-
representations.
5. APPLICATIONS
Now we can use our knowledge about quaternionic representations
to get a lower bound on the dimension of a connected manifold with in-
variant integrable almost quaternionic structure. We denote by ρmin,g
the g-quaternionic representation of minimal dimension of gC. In other
words, ρmin,g is the linear extension of the quaternionic representation
of g of minimal dimension.
Corollary 5.1. LetG act non-trivially by quaternionic automorphisms
on a connected integrable quaternionic manifold M of dimension 4n.
Then dimR(ρmin,g)≤ 4n+4= dim(M)+4.
Proof. By Theorem 3.8 there is a non-trivial representation ρ : g →
sln+1(H). This representation is a H-representation of real dimension
4n+4. By definition of ρmin,g we get dimR(ρmin,g)≤ 4n+4. 
Theorem 5.2. The g-quaternionic representations of minimal dimen-
sion ρmin,g for all real simple Lie algebras g are given in Table 3.
Proof. By Theorem 4.15 and Theorem 4.16 ρmin,g has to be either an
irreducible g-quaternionic representation or ρmin,g = φ⊕φ
g
, where φ
is a g-real or not g-self-conjugated irreducible representation. Using
Theorem 4.21 and Table 2 we know which irreducible representations
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gC dimR(g) g ρmin,g dimR(ρmin,g)
A1 3 su(2) ρ1 4
A3 15 su(3,1) ρ2 12
An, n≥ 3 odd n2+2n sl n+1
2
(H) ρ1,ρn 2(n+1)
An n2+2n any other g ρ1⊕ρ1
g,ρn⊕ρn
g 4(n+1)
B2 10 so(4,1) ρ2 8
B2 10 so(5) ρ2 8
B3 21 so(5,2) ρ3 16
B3 21 so(6,1) ρ3 16
B4 36 so(6,3) ρ4 32
B4 36 so(7,2) ρ4 32
Bn 2n2+n any other g ρ1⊕ρ1 4(2n+1)
Cn 2n2+n sp(n− r, r) for 0≤ r ≤
n
2 ρ1 4n
Cn 2n2+n any other g ρ1⊕ρ1 8n
D4 28 so(6,2) ρ3,ρ4 16
D5 45 so(7,3) ρ4,ρ5 32
Dn, n≥ 5 2n2−n so∗2n ρ1 4n
Dn 2n2−n any other g ρ1⊕ρ1 8n
E6 78 any g ρ1⊕ρ1, ρ5⊕ρ5 108
E7 133 e7(−5) ρ1 112
E7 133 e7(−133) ρ1 112
E7 133 any other g ρ1⊕ρ1 224
E8 248 any g ρ1⊕ρ1 992
F4 52 any g ρ1⊕ρ1 104
G2 14 any g ρ1⊕ρ1 28
TABLE 3. g-quaternionic representations of minimal di-
mension
are g-quaternionic. We can compute the dimension of the representa-
tions with the Weyl dimension formula. (One can find the dimensions
of the fundamental representations in many sources, eg. [20] or [13].)
We will give the proof for g = su(3,1) as an example; the proof in
the other cases is analogous. su(3,1) is a real form of A3. We saw in
Example 4.22 that ρ2 is su(3,1)-quaternionic and that ρ1 and ρ3 are
su(3,1)-conjugated. So the irreducible su(3,1)-quaternionic represen-
tations of minimal dimension is ρ2, which has real dimension 12. The
representation ρ1⊕ρ3 is the representation of minimal dimension of
form φ⊕φ
g
, where φ is a g-real or not g-self-conjugated irreducible rep-
resentation. The real dimension of ρ1⊕ρ3 is 16. So ρmin,su(3,1) = ρ2. 
Corollary 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 give us a lower bound on the dimen-
sion of connected homogeneous space with G-invariant integrable al-
most quaternionic structure. We will now apply this.
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Corollary 5.3. No real form of E6, E8, F4 or G2 can act transitively by
quaternionic morphisms on a connected integrable quaternionic mani-
fold of dimension n≥ 1.
Proof. Assume otherwise. If a Lie group G acts transitively on a
manifold X , then dim(X ) ≤ dimR(G). So by Corollary 5.1 we get
dimR(ρmin,g) ≤ dim(X )+4 ≤ dimC(gC)+4. Using Theorem 5.2 we can
check that this is not satisfied for any real form of E6, E8, F4 orG2. 
We will now prove Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 5.4. A quaternion-Kähler symmetric space is integrable if
and only if it is quaternionic vector space Hn, quaternionic hyperbolic
space Hn
H
or quaternionic projective space P(Hn+1).
Proof. Let G/K be a quaternion-Kähler symmetric space. If G/K is
compact, it is integrable if and only if it is quaternionic projective space
by Corollary 3.7. If G/K is flat, it is quaternionic vector space Hn. So
without loss of generality we can assume that G/K is of non-compact
type. If G/K has a G-invariant integrable almost quaternionic struc-
ture, then dimR(ρmin,g) ≤ dim(G/K )+4 by Corollary 5.1. We proceed
case-by-case using the list of quaternion-Káhler symmetric spaces of
non-compact type in Table 1.
(1) Assume gC = An for n≥ 2. Then g= su(n−1,2) and dim(G/K )=
4(n− 1). Using Theorem 5.2 and the Satake-Tits diagram of
su(n− 1,2) we see that the su(n− 1,2)-quaternionic represen-
tation of minimal dimension is ρ1⊕ ρn, which has dimension
4(n+1). But 4(n+1)> 4(n−1)+4.
(2) Assume gC =Bn for n≥ 3. Then g= so(2n−3,4) and dim(G/K )=
4(2n− 3). Using Theorem 5.2 we see that the so(2n− 3,4)-
quaternionic representation of minimal dimension is ρ1 ⊕ ρ1,
which has dimension 4(2n+1). But 4(2n+1)> 4(2n−3)+4.
(3) Assume gC = B2 or gC = Cn. Then G/K is quaternionic hyper-
bolic space and integrable by Example 2.13. Note that the
sp(n− 1,1)-quaternionic representation of minimal dimension
ρ1 actually comes from the action of Sp(n−1,1) on quaternionic
hyperbolic space.
(4) Assume gC =Dn. Then g= so(2n−4,4) and dim(G/K )= 4(2n−4).
Using Theorem 5.2 we see that the so(2n− 4,4)-quaternionic
representation of minimal dimension is ρ1⊕ρ1, which has di-
mension 8n. But 8n> 4(2n−4)+4.
(5) Assume gC = E7. Then g = e7(−5) and dim(G/K ) = 64. Using
Theorem 5.2 we see that the e7(−5)-quaternionic representation
of minimal dimension is ρ1, which has dimension 112. But
112> 64+4.
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We do not have to check for gC ∈ {E6,E8,F4,G2} by Corollary 5.3. So if
G/K is of non-compact type, it is integrable if and only if it is quater-
nionic hyperbolic space Hn
H
. 
Corollary 5.5. A Riemannian symmetric space G/K of dimension 4n
for n≥ 2 has a G-invariant integrable almost quaternionic structure if
and only if it is quaternionic vector space Hn, quaternionic hyperbolic
space Hn
H
or quaternionic projective space P(Hn+1).
We stress again that our arguments did not use the Riemannian
structure of quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces at all. We only fo-
cused in our investigation on quaternion-Kähler symmetric spaces
because they are the most interesting and most easily accessible G-
homogeneous spaces with G-invariant almost quaternionic structure.
Our method is strong enough to prove non-integrability in other cases.
We give one more example.
Corollary 5.6. If an irreducible affine symmetric spaceG/H admits an
invariant integrable almost quaternionic structure, then G is of classi-
cal type.
Proof. Assume otherwise. By Corollary 5.3, g has to be a real form of
E7. We get as above that dimR(ρmin,g) ≤ dimR(g)−dimR(h)+4. Using
Theorem 5.2 we see that this can not be satisfied for g = e7(7) and g =
e7(−25). The irreducible affine symmetric spaces G/H with g = e7(−133)
are Riemannian, since E7(−133) is compact. So we handled this case in
Theorem 5.4. It is left to check G/H with g= e7(−5) given in Table 2 in
[1]:
• For h= so(12)⊕sp(1), we get (g,h) is Riemannian.
• For h= e6(−14)⊕R, we get 112> 133−78−1+4= 58.
• For h= so(8,4)⊕su(2), we get 112> 133−66−3+4= 68.
• For h= su(4,4), we get 112> 133−63+4= 74.
• For h= su(6,2), we get 112> 133−63+4= 74.
• For h= e6(2)⊕R, we get 112> 133−78−1+4= 58.
• For h= so∗12⊕sl(2,R), we get 112> 133−66−3+4= 68.
This finishes the proof. 
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